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Abstract
In this work, lossy distributed compression of pairs of correlated sources is considered. Conventionally,
Shannon’s random coding arguments — using randomly generated unstructured codebooks whose blocklength
is taken to be asymptotically large — are used to derive achievability results. However, it was recently
observed that in various multi-terminal communications scenarios, using random codes with constant finite
blocklength may lead to improved achievable regions compared to the conventional approach. In other words,
in some network communication scenarios, there is a finite optimal value in the blocklength of the randomly
generated code used for distributed processing of information sources. Motivated by this, a coding scheme
is proposed which consists of two codebook layers: i) the primary codebook which has constant finite
blocklength, and ii) the secondary codebook whose blocklength is taken to be asymptotically large. The
achievable region is analyzed in two steps. In the first step, a characterization of the achievable region is
derived using information measures which are functions of multi-letter probability distributions. In the next
step, a computable single-letter inner-bound to the achievable region is derived. It is shown through several
examples that the resulting rate-distortion region is strictly larger than the Berger Tung achievable region.
I. introduction
Distributed source coding (DSC) involves the compression and storage of several physically separated,
statistically correlated source sequences into a shared storage unit. In the classic lossy distributed source
coding problem shown in Figure 1, two distributed encoders observe a pair of correlated sources and
communicate a compressed version of their respective source sequences to a joint decoder. The decoder
then wishes to produce a faithful reconstruction of the two sources relative to a fidelity criterion. Distributed
source coding techniques are widely used in various practical settings such as video coding [1], [2], sensor
networks [3], [4], and relay-based data transmission [5].
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Fig. 1: General Lossy Distributed Source Coding
The correlation between the distributed information sources is a key resource in the DSC problem. Absent
any correlation (i.e. X1 |= X2), the distributed encoders are unable to collaborate with each other and the
optimal rate-distortion performance is similar to that of two separate point-to-point lossy source compression
schemes [6]. In the other extreme, when the two sources are fully correlated (i.e. X1 = X2), the encoders
can operate with complete collaboration and achieve the same rate-distortion performance as a centralized
encoder. A well-designed DSC scheme leverages the correlation between the pair of source sequences to
facilitate collaboration between the distributed encoders and achieve a reliable reconstruction of the sources
at the joint decoder while minimizing the transmission rates of the encoders. Our objective is to design such
a DSC scheme and to characterize the optimal rate-distortion trade-off.
Slepian and Wolf [7] laid the foundations of DSC by characterizing the optimal rate region in the lossless
reconstruction regime which is achieved using a random binning scheme. Building upon this, Berger and
Tung [8] considered the general lossy DSC setup and introduced the ‘Berger-Tung’ (BT) coding scheme.
The BT scheme achieves the best-known inner bound to the optimal rate-distortion (RD) region. In this
strategy, the two encoders use a pair of randomly and independently generated unstructured codebooks
to quantize the source sequences using the conventional typicality encoding method. The outputs of these
quantizers are binned randomly and independently, and the bin indices are transmitted to the decoder. The
decoder reconstructs the quantized sequences by finding the unique pair of jointly typical sequences in the
corresponding bins, where typicality is measured based on the joint distribution imposed on the quantized
sequences through the distributed quantization process. The binning step reduces the encoders’ transmission
rates by leveraging the correlation among the quantized sequences. Loosely speaking, higher correlation
among the quantized sequences allows for more efficient binning and leads to lower transmission rates.
Consequently, the encoders in the BT scheme must preserve the correlation among the input sequences
during the quantization step. However, independent codebook generation in BT leads to the so-called long
Markov chain which limits the correlation among the quantized vectors. To elaborate, let U1 and U2 represent
the single-letter random variables corresponding to the quantizations of X1 and X2, respectively. The long
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Markov chain U1 ↔ X1 ↔ X2 ↔ U2 implies that conditioned on the sources, the single-letter distribution
of the quantized versions of the sources decomposes into the product of conditional marginal distributions.
On the other hand, it has been shown through a converse statement that the single-letter characterization of
the BT region with minor modifications provides an outer bound to the achievable RD region for distributed
source coding if the long Markov chain is replaced by the pair of short Markov chains X1 ↔ X2 ↔ U2 and
U1 ↔ X1 ↔ X2. This observation suggests that one approach to possibly improve upon the BT achievable
region is to ‘break’ the long Markov chain.
An instance where the long Markov chain may be relaxed is in the presence of common components
among the distributed sources [9]. A common component between the sources X1 and X2 is a random variable
V = f (X1) = g(X2) which can be computed independently at each of the distributed terminals. In [9], the
‘Common Component’ (CC) coding scheme was introduced, where at each terminal the common component
vector is quantized using randomly generated identical codebooks. Consequently, both transmitter terminals
compute the same quantized vector for the common component sequence. The encoders fully collaborate to
transmit this vector to the central decoder. The quantized vector is treated as side-information available at
all transmitter and receiver terminals and the rest of the communicating scheme is implemented in a similar
fashion as the BT scheme. This leads to a relaxation of the long Markov chain. To elaborate, let W be the
random variable corresponding the quantization of the common component sequence. Then, the long Markov
chain U1 ↔ X1 ↔ X2 ↔ U2 in the BT achievable region is relaxed to U1 ↔ (W, X1)↔ (W, X2)↔ U2 in the
CC achievable region. In the absence of common components, the CC scheme reduces to the BT scheme. It
was shown that the CC achievable region is discontinuous with respect to the joint source distribution PX1,X2
[9]. The reason is that the common component is fragile, and slight perturbations in the source probability
distribution PX1,X2 can create or eliminate common components with large entropy. As a result, the CC
achievable RD region shrinks discontinuously in source probability distribution as common components are
replaced with highly correlated components. On the other hand, it is known that the optimal achievable region
is continuous with respect to the joint source distribution. Therefore, it was pointed out in [9] that the CC
rate-distortion region cannot be optimal. However, it was not clear how to achieve points outside of the CC
rate-distortion region.
As noted earlier, CC scheme uses identical codebooks for quantizing the common component in the
distributed terminals. As a result, the two encoders compute the same quantization vector and there is no
loss of correlation. However, if common components are replaced by highly correlated components, then it is
known that blockwise processing of the correlated vectors leads to a loss of correlation. It was first observed
by Gács, Körner and Witsenhausen [10], [11] that coding over blocks decreases distributed correlation.
To elaborate, consider the simplified version of the DSC problem where the objective of the distributed
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encoders is to encode the observations into a single bit. Let e and f denote the encoding functions associated
with the two encoders. We wish to maximize correlation between the outputs such that H(e(Xn)) > 0 and
H( f (Xn)) > 0, where H(·) is the entropy function. It was shown that maximum correlation is achieved
when the output depends only on one of the input samples at both encoders. In fact, any block mapping
strictly reduces the correlation between the output bits. In summary, uncoded mappings (mappings with
block-length equals 1) are optimal in terms of correlation preservation. This suggests that the use of random
codes of constant finite blocklength may improve the BT coding scheme. In our preliminary work [12], a
new inner bound to the achievable RD region was derived which strictly improved upon the BT region.
Building on this work, new coding strategies and achievable rate regions have been derived for transmission
of sources over the multiple access channel [13] and the interference channel [14]. In [15], [16], [17],
we used these observations to prove the suboptimality of the conventional single-letter coding schemes in
various multiterminal communication scenarios. This generalizes a result shown by Dueck [18] in the case
of transmission of sources over MAC, where the suboptimality of the Cover-El Gamal-Salehi scheme [19]
was proved by providing a counter-example.
In this paper, we provide a new coding scheme for the two user DSC problem. The scheme uses a novel
two layered coding approach, where the first code layer consists of unstructured randomly generated codes
with constant finite blocklengths and the second code layer consists of unstructured randomly generated
codes with asymptotically large blocklengths. The two coding layers are interleaved using a new interleaving
method which we call Finite Length Matrix Coding (FLMC). The interleaving step is necessary in order to
facilitate the performance analysis of the proposed scheme, and to derive a computable characterization of the
resulting achievable RD region. Roughly speaking, the first coding layer, which utilizes codes with constant
finite blocklengths, is used to quantize highly correlated components between the sources. The blocklength
used in this layer is inversely proportional with the probability of disagreement between the highly correlated
components. As the block-length of this code layer is increased, the covering efficiency increases (due to
law of large numbers), while the correlation preserving efficiency decreases (following Gács, Körner and
Witsenhausen [10], [11]), and hence a trade-off between the two is manifested. There is a sweet spot for the
block-length where the overall system efficiency is maximum.
In the extreme case when the highly correlated components are common components, the blocklength
in the first layer is taken to be asymptotically large and the scheme transposes into the CC scheme. The
second coding layer is similar to the codes used in the BT scheme. The resulting rate-distortion region due
to our proposed scheme is first characterized using information measures written as functions of multi-letter
distributions. In the next step, a computable single-letter inner bound to the achievable region is derived. This
is the main result of the paper and is given in Theorem 5. It is shown that this inner bound strictly contains
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the CC and BT achievable regions. We provide an example where the proposed rate-distortion region is
evaluated.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the notations. Section III-A describes
the problem formulation and some of the prior works. Section IV presents the main results of the paper.
Section V and VI contain the proof of achievability of the new rate-distortion region. Section VII provides
an example where the new achievable region strictly contains the BT and CC regions. Section VIII concludes
the paper.
II. Notation
We denote random variables by capital letters such as X,U. Sets are denoted by calligraphic letters such
as X,U. Particularly, the set of natural numbers and real numbers are shown by N, and R, respectively. The
binary entropy is denoted by hb(·). cl(·) denotes convex closure. A sequence of length n is denoted by xn.
The ith element of the vector xn is denoted by x(i) and the subsequence consisting of xi, xi+1, · · · , x j is shown
by x[i, j]. A two dimensional matrix of size n × m is denoted by xn,m. For a binary string Xn, the quantity,
wH(Xn), denotes its Hamming weight. For an alphabet X, the generalized Hamming distortion function is
defined as dX : X × X → R+, where:
dX(x, x̂) =

0 if x = x̂,
1 otherwise.
III. Preliminaries
A. Problem Formulation
The two user distributed source coding problem is depicted in Figure 1. We have a pair of correlated
discrete memoryless sources X1 and X2 with alphabets X1 and X2, respectively, and a joint probability
distribution PX1,X2 . There are two encoders and a decoder. The encoders observe the pair of correlated
sequences of independently and identically generated source variables (Xn1 , X
n
2). The ith encoder quantizes X
n
i
into a finite set, where i ∈ {1, 2}. Each encoder transmits the index of the quantized outcome to the centralized
decoder. The decoder produces a pair of reconstruction sequences (X̂n1 , X̂
n
2). The reconstruction is evaluated
based on a pair of single-letter fidelity constraints di :Xi × Xi → R+, i = 1, 2. In the following, we formally
define a pair of distributed sources.
Definition 1 (Distributed Source). A distributed source is a tuple (X1,X2, X̂1, X̂2, PX1,X2 , d1, d2), where the
finite sets Xi and X̂i, i ∈ {1, 2} are the source and reconstruction alphabets, respectively, PX1,X2 is the joint
source probability distribution, and di : Xi × X̂i → R+, i ∈ {1, 2} are the (bounded) distortion functions.
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Remark 1. In this paper, without loss of generality, we assume that the reconstruction alphabets are the
same as the input alphabets. Hence, we often denote a distributed source by (X1,X2, PX1,X2 , d1, d2).
Definition 2 (DSC Code). An (n,R1,R2,∆1,∆2) code for a given distributed source (X1,X2, PX1,X2 , d1, d2)
consists of a pair of encoding functions
e(n)i : Xni → {1, 2, · · · , 2nRi}, i ∈ {1, 2},
and a pair of decoding functions
f (n)i : Π
2
i=1{1, 2, · · · , 2nRi} → Xni , i ∈ {1, 2},
such that
1
n
n∑
j=1
E
(
di
(
Xi( j), X̂i( j)
))
≤ ∆i, i ∈ {1, 2},
where the reconstruction vectors X̂n1 and X̂
n
2 are given by
X̂ni = f
(n)
i
(
e(n)1 (X
n
1), e
(n)
2 (X
n
2)
)
, i ∈ {1, 2}.
The following gives the definition of an achievable rate-distortion (RD) tuple for the DSC setup.
Definition 3 (Achievable RD Vector). For a given distributed source (X1,X2, PX1,X2 , d1, d2), an RD tuple
(R1,R2,∆1,∆2) is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence of (n,R
(n)
1 ,R
(n)
2 ,∆
(n)
1 ,∆
(n)
2 ) codes such that:
lim sup
n→∞
R(n)i ≤ Ri, i ∈ {1, 2},
lim sup
n→∞
∆
(n)
i ≤ ∆i, i ∈ {1, 2}.
The set of all achievable RD tuples is called the RD region and is denoted by RD∗(PX1,X2 , d1, d2).
We propose a new coding scheme and derive an achievable RD region for the DSC setup described in
Definition 2. The derivation includes investigating DSC in the presence of side-information (DSC-SI) which
is formalized below.
Definition 4 (Distributed Source with Side-information). A distributed source with side-information is the
tuple (X1,X2,Y1,Y2, PX1,X2,Y1,Y2 , d1, d2), where (X1,X2, PX1,X2 , d1, d2) is a distributed source, and Y1 and Y2
are the side-information sources available at encoder one and two, respectively. It is assumed that the
side-information (Y1,Y2) is available at the decoder.
Definition 5 (DSC-SI Code and Achievability). An (n,R1,R2,∆1,∆2) code for a distributed source with
side-information (X1,X2,Y1,Y1, PX1,X2,Y1,Y2 , d1, d2) consists of a pair of encoders
e(n)i : Xni × Yin → {1, 2, · · · , 2nRi}, i ∈ {1, 2},
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and a pair of decoders
f (n)i : Π
2
i=1{1, 2, · · · , 2nRi} × Y1n × Y2n → Xni , i ∈ {1, 2},
such that
1
n
n∑
j=1
E(di(Xi( j), X̂i( j))) ≤ ∆i, i ∈ {1, 2},
where the reconstruction vectors X̂n1 and X̂
n
2 are given by
X̂ni = f
(n)
i (e
(n)
1 (X
n
1 ,Y
n
1 ), e
(n)
2 (X
n
2 ,Y
n
2 ),Y
n
1 ,Y
n
2 ), i ∈ {1, 2}.
The achievable RD region for the DSC-SI setup is defined similar to Definition 3.
B. Prior Works
In this section, we describe the BT and CC achievable regions which are the the best known inner bounds
to the optimal achievable RD region for the DSC setup. The BT region is characterized in the following
definition.
Theorem 1 (Berger Tung Achievable Region [8]). For the distributed source (X1,X2, PX1,X2 , d1, d2), let PBT
denote the collection of all conditional distributions PQ,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 defined on Q×U1×U2×X1×X2×X1×X2
such that (i) |U1| ≤ |X1| , |U2| ≤ |X2| , |Q| ≤ 4, (ii) U1−(X1Q)−(X2Q)−U2 form a Markov chain, (iii) the time-
sharing variable Q is independent of (X1, X2), and (iv) X̂i = gi(U1,U2,Q), i ∈ {1, 2}, for single-letter functions
gi, where the expectations are evaluated according to PX1,X2 PQ,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 . For a PQ,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 ∈ PBT ,
let α(PQ,U1,U2,X̂1X̂2 |X1,X2) denote the set of rate-distortion tuples (R1,R2,∆1,∆2) ∈ [0,∞)4 that satisfy
R1 ≥ I(X1; U1|U2,Q) (1)
R2 ≥ I(X2; U2|U1,Q) (2)
R1 + R2 ≥ I(X1, X2; U1,U2|Q) (3)
∆i ≥ E(di(Xi, X̂i)), i ∈ {1, 2}, (4)
where the mutual information terms are evaluated with PX1,X2 PQ,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 . The BT rate-distortion region
is defined as:
RDBT (PX1,X2 , d1, d2) = cl
 ⋃
PQ,U1 ,U2 ,X̂1 ,X̂2 |X1 ,X2∈PBT
α(PQ,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1X2)
 .
Then, the BT region is achievable:
RDBT (PX1,X2 , d1, d2) ⊆ RD∗(PX1,X2 , d1, d2).
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The achievability is proved using a two-step coding scheme. In the first step, the ith encoder uses typicality
encoding to quantize the source vector Xni , i ∈ {1, 2} into the quantized vector Uni , i ∈ {1, 2}. More precisely,
the encoder first generates a randomly generated unstructured codebook according to PUi , i ∈ {1, 2}. The
codebook is binned randomly and uniformly. Having observed Xni , the encoder finds a codeword U
n
i which
is jointly typical with Xni with respect to PXi,Ui . In the second step, the encoder finds the bin index of the
codeword Uni . The index is sent to the centralized decoder. The performance of the BT scheme is analyzed
using an extension of the arguments used in the proof of the Wyner-Ziv theorem [20] for source coding with
side-information. One can note the presence of the so-called long Markov chain U1 ↔ X1 ↔ X2 ↔ U2 (when
Q is trivial). The long Markov chain can be interpreted as follows: conditioned on the single-letter components
of the sources Xn1 and X
n
2 , the single-letter components of the quantized codeword U
n
1 must be independent
of that of Un2 . At this point, this condition appears restrictive, because, a more relaxed assumption, following
the approach of source coding with side-information, is X1 ↔ X2 ↔ U2 and X2 ↔ X1 ↔ U1. In fact, it
can be shown that if the long Markov chain is replaced by the two short Markov chains, then BT bounds
with minor modifications provide an outer bound for the achievable RD region [8]. The long Markov chain
is stronger than these two (i.e. assuming the long Markov chain, one can show that the two short Markov
chains hold). In this paper, we introduce a new coding scheme which relaxes the long Markov chain and
achieves a strictly larger RD region.
A special case of the DSC setup is when the sources must be reconstructed losslessly. In this scenario,
the BT region reduces to the optimal Slepian-Wolf region given below:
Theorem 2 (Lossless Distributed Source Coding [7]). The Slepian-Wolf region is optimal:
RDS W(R1,R2) = {(R1,R2)|(R1,R2, 0, 0) ∈ RD∗},
where the region RDS W(R1,R2) is defined as the set of all pairs (R1,R2) satisfying the following conditions:
R1 ≥ H(X1|X2), R2 ≥ H(X2|X1), R1 + R2 ≥ H(X1, X2).
We make use of the following extension of the BT result [21] for distributed sources with side-information.
Theorem 3 (DSC-SI Achievable Region). For the distributed source with side-information (X1,X2,Y1,Y2,
PX1,X2,Y1,Y2 , d1, d2), let PBTS I denote the collection of conditional probability distributions PQ,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2,Y1,Y2
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defined on Q ×U1 ×U2 × X1 × X2 ×Y1 ×Y2 such that (i) U1 − (X1,Y1,Q) − (X2,Y2,U2) and (U1, X1,Y1) −
(X2,Y2,Q)−U2 form Markov chains, (ii) Q is independent of (X1, X2,Y1,Y2), and (iii) X̂i = gi(U1,U2,Y1,Y2,Q),
i ∈ {1, 2}, for single-letter functions gi, where the expectations are evaluated with respect to the probability
distribution PX1,X2,Y1,Y2 PQ,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2,Y1,Y2 . For a PQ,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2,Y1,Y2 ∈ PBTS I , let α(PQ,U1,U2,X̂1X̂2 |X1,X2,Y1,Y2)
denote the set of rate distortion tuples (R1,R2,∆1,∆2) ∈ [0,∞)4 that satisfy
R1 ≥ I(X1; U1|U2,Y1,Y2,Q),
R2 ≥ I(X2; U2|U1,Y1,Y2,Q),
R1 + R2 ≥ I(X1, X2; U1U2|Y1,Y2,Q)
∆i ≥ E(di(Xi, X̂i)), i ∈ {1, 2},
where the mutual information terms are evaluated with PX1,X2,Y1,Y2 PQ,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |Y1,Y2,X1,X2 . The BTSI rate-
distortion region is defined as
RDBTS I(PX1,X2,Y1,Y2 , d1, d2) = cl
 ⋃
PQ,U1 ,U2 ,X̂1 ,X̂2 |Y1Y2X1X2∈PBTS I
α(PQ,U1,U2,X̂1X̂2 |Y1,Y2,X1,X2)
 .
RDBTS I(PX1,X2,Y1,Y2 , d1, d2) is achievable in the sense of Definition 5.
For the distributed sources without side-information, although the BT region is tight for some special
cases such as when one of the two sources is reconstructed losslessly [22], [21], it was shown in [9] that the
RD region is not tight in general. This was shown using a continuity argument and an example of the DSC
problem in the presence of common components (DSC-CC) [9]. A common component is formally defined
below.
Definition 6 (Common Component). For two sources X1 and X2, the common-information between them is
defined as K(X1; X2), where:
K(X1; X2) , max{(g1,g2):V=g1(X1)=g2(X2)}
H(V). (5)
The sources are said to have a (non-trivial) common component if K(X1; X2) > 0. In this case, the largest
common component (LCC) is defined as the random variable V which maximizes the objective function in
Equation (5).
Theorem 4 (DSC-CC Achievable Region [9]). For the distributed source (X1,X2, PX1,X2 , d1, d2), define S
as the largest common component of the sources X1 and X2. Let PCC denote the collection of conditional
distributions PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1X2 defined on W × U1 × U2 × X1 × X2 such that (i) W − S − (X1, X2) form
a Markov chain, (ii) U1 − (X1,W) − (X2,W) − U2 form a Markov chain, and (iii) X̂i = gi(W,U1,U2), i ∈
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{1, 2}, for single-letter functions gi, where the expectations are evaluated according to PX1,X2 PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 .
For a distribution, PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 ∈ PCC , let α(PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2) denote the set of rate distortion tuples
(R1,R2,∆1,∆2) ∈ [0,∞)4 that satisfy
R1 ≥ I(X1; U1|W,U2) (6)
R2 ≥ I(X2; U2|W,U1) (7)
R1 + R2 ≥ I(X1, X2; U1U2W) (8)
∆i ≥ E(di(Xi, X̂i)), i ∈ {1, 2} (9)
where the mutual information terms are evaluated with PX1,X2 PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 . The CC rate-distortion region
is defined as
RDCC(PX1,X2 , d1, d2) = cl
 ⋃
PW,U1 ,U2 ,X̂1 ,X̂2 |X1 ,X2∈PCC
α(PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2)
 .
The CC region is achievable:
RDCC(PX1,X2 , d1, d2) ⊂ RD∗(PX1,X2 , d1, d2).
The scheme in [9] uses the common-component of the two sources to ‘break’ the long Markov chain.
This is done by first quantizing the common-component at both encoders using an identical quantizer (i.e.
same codebook corresponding to random variable W). The rest of the scheme is similar to the extension of
BT to sources with side-information given in Theorem 3. Since both encoders have access to the common-
component and they use the same quantizer, they produce the same quantization vector Wn. This allows the
encoders to use Wn as side-information available at both encoders and relax the Markov chain from the long
Markov chain U1 − X1 − X2 − U2 in the BT region to U1 − (W, X1) − (W, X2) − U2 in the CC region. It was
shown through an example that the CC region strictly subsumes the BT region.
IV. The New Achievable Rate-distortion Region
In this section, we provide a new scheme and derive an inner bound to the achievable RD region for the
general DSC problem. This is the main result of the paper. The scheme is based on a two-layered coding
strategy. The first layer consists of randomly generated unstructured codes whose blocklength is fixed and does
not increase as the length of the input source sequence is increased. Highly correlated components (formally
defined in the sequel) of the sources are quantized using such codes. The encoder uses a concatenation of the
fixed blocklength randomly generated code with itself to quantize these components of the source sequences
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in the first layer. The second layer uses the standard large blocklength random unstructured codes to quantize
the rest of the sources. These are similar to the codes which are used in the BT and CC schemes. The two
coding layers are interleaved with each other using a new interleaving method which we call Finite Length
Matrix Coding (FLMC). We call the resulting region the Finite Length Matrix Coding rate-distortion region
(FLMC-RD).
In the following, we define a pair of −correlated components of two sources X1 and X2:
Definition 7. A pair of random variables (S 1, S 2) with alphabet S is said to be a pair of −correlated
components of the source pair (X1, X2) if there exist functions gi : Xi → S, i ∈ {1, 2} such that:
S 1 = g1(X1), S 2 = g2(X2), P(S 1 = S 2) ≥ 1 − ,
where  ≥ 0.
Remark 2. A CC is a special instance of -correlated components of the two sources. To elaborate, let
S = gi(Xi), i ∈ {1, 2} be a common component of the source pair (X1, X2). The pair (g1(X1), g2(X2)) is a
pair of -correlated components of (X1, X2) for any  > 0. Conversely, if (S 1, S 2) is a pair of 0-correlated
components of (X1, X2), then S = S 1 = S 2 is a common component of the sources.
The following theorem describes the main result of the paper which provides an inner bound to the
achievable region of the FLMC scheme.
Theorem 5. Consider a distributed source (X1,X2, PX1,X2 , d1, d2). Let (S 1, S 2) be a pair of -correlated
components of X1 and X2 with alphabet S. Let PFLMC denote the collection of conditional probability
distributions PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 defined on A , W ×U1 × U2 × X1 × X2 such that (i) |W| ≤ |S| + 1, and
|Ui| ≤ |Xi| · |W|+1, i ∈ {1, 2} (ii) W−S 1−(X1, X2) forms a Markov chain, (iii) U1−(X1,W)−(X2,W)−U2 form
a Markov chain, and (iv) X̂i = gi(W,U1,U2), i ∈ {1, 2}, for single-letter functions gi, For a PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 ∈
PFLMC , let αFLMC(PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 , n) denote the set of rate-distortion tuples (R1,R2,∆1,∆2) ∈ [0,∞)4 that
satisfy
R1 ≥ I(X1; U1|U2,W) + En,δn + Γ(
1√
n + 2
+ δn) + hb
( √
n√
n + 2
)
+
2√
n + 2
log |W|, (10)
R2 ≥ I(X2; U2|U1,W) + En,δn + Γ(
1√
n + 2
+ δn), (11)
R1 + R2 ≥ I(X1, X2; U1,U2,W) + En,δn + Γ(
1√
n + 2
+ δn) + θn, (12)
∆i ≥ E{di(Xi, hi(U1,U2,W))} + 4δndi,max, i ∈ {1, 2}, (13)
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where, i) δn = 1 − (1 − )n, ii) En,δn , 1n h(δn) + δn log |W|, iii) n ∈ {4, 5, · · · , n∗},
n∗ = argminn∈N{n|En,δn > I(W; S 1)}. (14)
iv) θn is the finite blocklength random coding rate-loss1 due to quantizing the source S using the test channel
PW |S , v) Γ(x) , 8hb(2x) + 16x log (|X1 × X2 ×U1 ×U2 ×W| − 1), and vi) di,max = maxxi,xˆidi(xi, xˆi).
Define the FLMC region as:
RDFLMC(PX1,X2 , d1, d2) = cl
 ⋃
S 1,S 2
⋃
PW,U1 ,U2 ,X̂1 ,X̂2 |X1 ,X2
⋃
1≤n≤n∗
αFLMC(PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 , n)
 .
The FLMC region is achievable, i.e. RDFLMC(PX1,X2 , d1, d2) ⊂ RD∗(PX1,X2 , d1, d2).
Remark 3. Note that the minimum in Equation (14) always exists since I(W; S 1) ≤ log |W| ≤ limn→∞ En,δn .
Consequently, the RD region provided in Theorem 5 is computable since it involves an optimization over
a bounded set of probability distributions PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 ∈ PFLMC and bounded set of natural numbers
n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n∗} for any given PW,S 1 .
The achievability of the FLMC region is proved in Section VI. The following proposition proves that the
FLMC region contains the CC region.
Proposition 1. The FLMC region contains the CC region:
RDCC(PX1,X2 , d1, d2) ⊆ RDFLMC(PX1,X2 , d1, d2).
Proof. Let (R1,R2,D1,D2) ∈ RDCC(PX1,X2 , d1, d2). It is enough to show that for any γ > 0, we have
(R1 − γ,R2 − γ,D1 − γ,D2 − γ) ∈ RDFLMC(PX1,X2 , d1, d2). To show this, we take a probability distribution
PS ,W,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1X2 in Theorem 4 achieving (R1,R2,D1,D2) and construct a distribution PS 1,S 2,W,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2
achieving (R1 − γ,R2 − γ,D1 − γ,D2 − γ) in Theorem 5. Let S CC ,U1,CC ,U2,CC ,WCC be random variables
satisfying the conditions in Definition 4 for which the RD vector is achievable in the CC region. We use
these random variables to find suitable variables S 1, S 2,W,U1,U2 in Theorem 5. Let S 1 = S 2 = S CC and
U1 = U1,CC ,U2 = U2,CC and W = WCC . Then, (S 1, S 2) are 0-correlated components of (X1, X2). Also, the
long Markov chain U1 − (X1,W) − (X2,W) − U2 holds since by assumption we have U1,CC − (X1,WCC) −
(X2,WCC)−U2,CC . Furthermore, W−S 1−(X1, X2) since WCC−XCC−(X1, X2). As a result, the random variables
(S 1, S 2,U1,U2,W) satisfy the conditions in Theorem 5. Also, P(S 1 , S 2) =  = 0. Hence, δ = 1−(1−)n = 0.
So, we get En,δ = 0. The bounds on the rates in Theorem 4 simplify to
R1 ≥ I(X1; U1|U2W), (15)
1For any fixed n, the exact expressions for θn have been derived in [23] (Theorem 2.15).
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R2 ≥ I(X2; U2|U1W), (16)
R1 + R2 ≥ I(X1, X2; U1,U2,W) + θn, (17)
Di ≥ E{di(hi(U1,U2,W), Xi)}, i ∈ {1, 2}. (18)
It remains to show that (R1−γ,R2−γ,D1−γ,D2−γ) satisfies these bounds for some n ∈ N. Note that θn → 0
as n→ ∞. Consequently, there exists an n′ such that θn′ ≤ γ. For this n′ we have (R1−γ,R2−γ,D1−γ,D2−γ)
satisfying the bounds. This completes the proof. 
Remarks on the FLMC-RD Region:
1) The terms θn, and Γ( 1√n+2 +δn) in the RD region provided in Theorem 5 signify the rate-loss due to the
application of quantizers of constant finite blocklength in the first code layer in the proposed scheme.
This rate-loss diminishes as the codebook blocklength n in the first layer is increased asymptotically
(i.e. θn,Γ( 1√n+2 + δn)→ 0 as n→ ∞).
2) The term En,δn in the RD region provided in Theorem 5 signifies the gains due to the preservation of
correlation among the highly correlated components between the sources — which is a result of the
application of quantizers of constant finite blocklength in the first code layer in the proposed scheme.
This rate-gain decreases as the codebook blocklength n in the first layer is increased asymptotically
(i.e. En,δn ↑ log |W| as n→ ∞).
3) It can be observed from the bounds in Theorem 5 that there is a trade-off between rate-loss due
to the application of small blocklength codes, characterized by θn, and Γ( 1√n+2 + δn), and the gains
from preservation of correlation between the sources characterized by En,δn . As n becomes larger, δn
increases, which in turn causes En,δn to increase. On the other hand, θn is a decreasing function of n.
This suggests that there is a finite optimum value for n. Furthermore, it is straightforward to see the
this optimal value occurs for some n < n∗, since θn ≤ I(W; S ) < En∗,δn∗ .
4) Finding the achievable rate-distortion region involves an optimization over all possible choices of S 1
and S 2. However, En,δn and Γ(
1√
n+2 + δn) increase as S 1 and S 2 are chosen such that they are less
correlated (i.e. for larger ). This suggests that choosing highly correlated components results in larger
achievable regions, and such components are better candidates in the optimization of the bounds in the
region.
5) The FLMC-RD region is not symmetric with respect to the two encoders. A larger achievable region
can be characterized by swapping the indices for encoders 1 and 2 in the theorem and taking the convex
hull of the union of the two resulting regions.
6) Let S = S 1 = S 2 be the largest common component between X1 and X2. Then, from the proof of
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Proposition 1 we have:
lim
n→∞αFLMC(PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 , n) = αCC(PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1X2).
We write αFLMC(PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 ,∞) , αCC(PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2). Furthermore, define
RDFLMC,n(PX1,X2 , d1, d2) = cl
 ⋃
PW,U1 ,U2 ,X̂1 ,X̂2 |X1 ,X2
αFLMC(PW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 , n)
 ,
Then, ∞⋃
i=1
RDFLMC,i(PX1,X2 , d1, d2) = RDCC(PX1,X2 , d1, d2).
We write RDFLMC,∞(PX1,X2 , d1, d2) = RDCC(PX1,X2 , d1, d2).
The proof of Theorem 5 involves two steps. First, we prove that another larger region called the matrix
coding multi-letter region (MCML) is achievable. The MCML region is not computable, and is characterized
using multi-letter distributions on the input variables. In the second step, we extract a single-letter FLMC
region as a subset of the MCML region. Since the latter is achievable, so is the former.
V. The MCML Achievable Region
The MCML strategy is described in detail in the proof of Theorem 6. The following provides an outline
of the coding scheme. In the first step, we quantize distributively the -correlated components (S 1, S 2) of
the sources (X1, X2) using identical quantizers. The quantizer is designed based on a specific multi-letter
distortion constraint. To elaborate, let Wn1 be the sequence resulting from the application of the quantizer to
the vector S n1. Roughly speaking, the multi-letter distortion constraint requires the pair (S
n
1,W
n
1 ) to have its
empirical distribution close to a predetermined joint distribution PS 1,W1 . Note that the distortion criteria only
imposes restrictions on the quantization Wn1 of the sequence S
n
1, and does not depend on the sequence S
n
2
and its reconstruction Wn2 . This quantization process can be interpreted as follows: the first encoder quantizes
S n1 using a quantizer designed for the multi-letter distortion criteria explained above, and the second encoder
estimates the first encoder’s output by applying the same quantizer to S n2. The encoders use a multi-letter
Slepian-Wolf strategy to transmit the pair (Wn1 ,W
n
2 ). The rest of the scheme is similar to the scheme used
for DSC-SI scenarios, where (Wn1 ,W
n
2 ) is treated as distributed side-information. Let RDMCML(PX1,X2 , d1, d2)
denote the achievable RD region for the MCML scheme. The following describes this achievable RD region.
Definition 8. Define PMCML as the set of all conditional probability distributions PW1,W2,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 on
W1 ×W2 ×U1 ×U2 × X1 × X2 such that
PW1,W2,U1,U2 |X1,X2 = PW1,W2 |X1,X2 PU1 |X1,W1 PU2 |X2,W2 ,
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i.e., the following Markov chain holds:
U1 ↔ (X1,W1)↔ (X2,W2)↔ U2, (19)
and X̂i = hi(W1,W2,U1,U2), i ∈ {1, 2}, for some reconstruction function hi :W1 ×W2 ×U1 ×U2 → Xi.
Theorem 6. Let PW1,W2,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 be a probability distribution in PMCML. Let n ∈ N. There exists a
probability distribution P′X1,X2,W1,W2,U1,U2 such that:
1) P′X1,X2,W1,U1 = PX1,X2,W1,U1 ,
2) P′U2 |X2,W2 = PU2 |X2,W2 ,
3) P′(W1 = W2, S 1 = S 2) >
√
n√
n+2 (1 − δn),
4) U1 ↔ (X1,W1)↔ (X2,W2)↔ U2.
Any RD tuple (R1,R2,∆1,∆2) satisfying the following bounds is achievable:
R1 ≥ I(X1; U1|U2,W1,W2) + En,δn + hb
( √
n√
n + 2
)
+
2√
n + 2
log |W1|, (20)
R2 ≥ I(X2; U2|U1,W1,W2) + En,δn , (21)
R1 + R2 ≥ I(W1; S 1) + I(X1; U1|W1,W2) + I(X2; U2|W1,W2) − I(U1; U2|W1W2) + θn + En,δn , (22)
∆i ≥ E{di(Xi, hi(U1,U2,W1,W2))}, i ∈ {1, 2}, (23)
where the mutual information terms are evaluated according to the distribution P′X1,X2,W1,W2,U1,U2 PX̂1,X̂2 |W1,W2,U1,U2 .
We denote the set of rate-distortion tuples (R1,R2,∆1,∆2) ∈ [0,∞)4 that satisfy the above inequalities by
αMCML(PW1,W2,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2).
Proof. The proof is given in 6 steps.
Step 0. The distribution P′X1,X2,W1,W2,U1,U2 , whose existence will be shown in the following, depends on the
choice of the finite blocklength quantizer used in the first quantization step. To elaborate, fix PW1,W2,U1,U2 |X1,X2
and let PS 1,W1 be the marginal distribution of (S 1,W1). The finite blocklength quantizer is designed with
respect to the multi-letter distortion criteria described below.
Definition 9. Let S i = fi(Xi), i ∈ {1, 2} be -correlated components of the sources, and let Wi, i ∈ {1, 2}
be arbitrary finite sets. For a given conditional distribution PW1 |S 1 defined on alphabet S1 ×W1, define the
n-letter distortion function
dnS 1,W1(s
n
1,w
n
1) = V
(
Psn1,w
n
1
, PS 1,W1
)
, (sn1,w
n
1) ∈ Sn1 ×Wn1,
where PS 1,W1 = PS 1 PW1 |S 1 , Psn1,wn1 is the joint type of (s
n
1,w
n
1):
Psn1,w
n
1
(s,w) =
1
n
n∑
j=1
1(s1( j) = s,w1( j) = w), (s,w) ∈ S ×W,
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and V(P,Q) is the variational distance between distributions P and Q.
The following defines an n-length fixed blocklength quantizer for the distortion function dnS 1,W1 , and joint
distribution PS 1,W1 as described above:
Definition 10. An (n,M, τ, γ) quantizer for the source (Wn1,Sn1, PW1,S 1 , dW1,S 1) is a function Qn : Sn1 →Wn1
such that |Im(Qn)| = M, and P(dnS 1,W1(S n,Qn(S n)) > τ) ≤ γ.
An optimal n-length quantizer is formally defined below:
Definition 11. Let M∗n,τ,γ be the minimum M such that an (n,M, τ, γ) quantizer exists for (Wn1,Sn1, PW1,S 1 , dW1,S 1).
The corresponding quantizer is denoted by Q∗n,τ,γ. The rate of the quantizer is defined as R∗n,τ,γ =
1
n log M
∗
n,τ,γ.
The first encoder uses an optimal n-length quantizer to quantize S n1 to W
n
1 , where the value of τ and γ
will be suitably determined as described in the next steps. The following lemma follows from the arguments
in [24], and provides a bound on the optimal quantization rate R∗n,τ,γ.
Lemma 1. Fix τ, γ > 0. The following bound holds:
R∗n,τ,γ = I(W1; S 1) + θn,
where θn → 0 as n→ ∞.
Fix PS 1,W1 . Let Q
∗
n,τ,γ be as in Definition 11. Let W
n
2 = Q
∗
n,τ,γ(S
n
2). W
n
2 is the second encoder’s “estimate”
of Wn1 . Define:
P′Xn1 ,Xn2 ,Wn1 ,Wn2 ,
∑
sn1,s
n
2
PXn1 ,Xn2 |S n1,S n2 P
′
S n1,S
n
2,W
n
1 ,W
n
2
,
where
P′S n1,S n2,Wn1 ,Wn2 (s
n
1, s
n
2,w
n
1,w
n
2) = 1(w
n
1 = Q
∗
n,τ,γ(s
n
1),w
n
2 = Q
∗
n,τ,γ(s
n
2)),
i.e., the distribution induced by applying the quantizer on S n1 and S
n
2.
Fix positive integers m and n. Here, n is the length of the finite blocklength quantizers used in the first
layer of coding, and m is the length of the quantizers in the second layer which is taken to be asymptotically
large. Define2 for any 0 < β < 12 ,
λ ,
1
nβ
min
a,b∈S1×W1
PS 1,W1(a, b). (24)
2In the coding scheme described in this section, it is desirable to take β close to 12 .
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(W¯1; W¯2)
W¯2 = W
m
2
Fig. 2: The encoders transmit (W1,W2) losslessly.
Note that encoder i receives the source vector Xn,mi , where i ∈ {1, 2}. Let Sn be the set of all permutations
pi : [1, n] → [1, n]. Prior to the start of the communication, select m permutations pi1, pi2, · · · , pim ∈ Sn
randomly, independently and uniformly. These permutations are given to both encoders as well as the decoder.
Step 1. Transmitting
(
Wn,m1 ,W
n,m
2
)
:
In this step, the encoders transmit the quantizations of the highly correlated components of the sources. The
highly correlated components are quantized using a quantizer whose blocklength is fixed and does not increase
in n. Let Q = Q∗
n, λ2 ,λ
, where Q∗
n, λ2 ,λ
is defined in Definition 11 according to PS 1,W1 . Note that such a quantizer al-
ways exists from [23] (Theorem 2.22) since β < 12 . Let Wi([1, n], j) , Q(S i([1, n], j)), i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ [1,m]. The
encoders transmit (Wn,m1 ,W
n,m
2 ) losslessly. More precisely, let the ‘super variable’ W i be defined on the alpha-
bet Wni , i ∈ {1, 2}. Define the sequence of super symbols W
m
i = (Wi([1, n], 1),Wi([1, n], 2), · · · ,Wi([1, n],m)).
Consider the problem of compressing the distributed source (W1,W2, P′W1,W2 , dW1 , dW2) shown in Figure 2,
where dWi :Wi×Wi → R+, i ∈ {1, 2} is the generalized Hamming distortion measure and P′W1,W2 is the joint
distribution of W1,W2 resulting from applying Q∗m, λ2 ,λ
. From Theorem 2, any rate pair (nr1, nr2) in RDS W ,
i.e.,
nr1 ≥ H(W1|W2), nr2 ≥ H(W2|W1), n(r1 + r2) ≥ H(W1,W2),
is achievable for this distributed compression. Let Ei be the event that S 1([1, n], i) , S 2([1, n], i), i ∈ [1,m].
Also, let Fi be the event that W1([1, n], i) , W2([1, n], i), i ∈ [1,m]. Then:
P′Wn1 ,Wn2 (Fi) ≤ PS n1,S n2 (Ei) = 1 − PS n1,S n2 (E
c
i ) = 1 − PS n1,S n2 (S n1 = S n2) = 1 − (1 − )n = δn.
Define G = 1(W1 = W2), then,
H(W2|W1) = H(W2,G|W1) = H(G|W1) + H(W2|W1,G)
≤ H(G) + P(G = 0)H(W2|W1,G = 0) + P(G = 1)H(W2|W1,G = 1)
≤ hb(1 − (1 − )n) + (1 − (1 − )n)H(W2|W1,G = 0)
≤ hb(1 − (1 − )n) + (1 − (1 − )n) log |W1| = nEn,δn ,
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Also, from Lemma 1:
H(W1) = H(Wn1 ) = nI(W1; S ) + nθn.
So, there exists a sequence of encoding functions ei,m : Wmi → {0, 1}l1,i , i ∈ {1, 2},m ∈ N, and decoding
functions fm : {0, 1}l1,i × {0, 1}l2,i → Wm1 ×W
m
2 such that
l1,i
m ≤ nri + m, i ∈ {1, 2}, where m → 0 as m→ ∞, and
P′
(
fm
(
e1,m(W
m
1 ), e2,m(W
m
2 )
)
, (W
m
1 ,W
m
2 )
)
→ 0 as m→ ∞ for any pair (r1, r2) satisfying the following:
r1 ≥ En,δn , r2 ≥ En,δn , r1 + r2 ≥ I(W; S 1) + En,δn + θn.
In this step, Encoder i transmits ei,m(Wmi ). The decoder reconstructs fm(e1,m(W
m
1 ), e2,m(W
m
2 )). At the end
of this step, the decoder recovers (W
m
1 .W
m
2 ) = (W
n,m
1 ,W
n,m
2 ) with probability of error vanishing in m. Encoder
i transmits l1,i bits, where i ∈ {1, 2}.
Step 2. Constructing the distributed source with side-information (X1,X2,W′1,W2, P′X1,X2,W˜′1,W˜2 , d1, d2):
At the end of Step 1, Encoder i has access to Wn,mi , i ∈ {1, 2} while the decoder has (Wn,m1 ,Wn,m2 ). The vector
Wn,mi is not a vector of i.i.d random variables. In this step we produce, an i.i.d vector of random tuples
(Xn,m1 , X
n,m
2 , W˜
′n,m
1 , W˜
n,m
2 ). This allows us to use Theorem 3 in the next step. Without loss of generality, let
S1 = {1, 2, · · · , |S1|}, W1 = {1, 2, · · · , |W1|}.
Let T n,m be a sequence of random variables defined on the alphabet {0, 1, · · · , |W2|} in the following
way. Each element T (i, j) is produced conditioned on the element S 1(i, j), and with conditional distribution
P′T |S 1 , where the conditional distribution will be defined in the next steps. Note that T
n,m is an i.i.d sequence
since S n,m is i.i.d. Denote the joint distribution of (T (i, j), S 1(i, j)) by P′T (i, j),S 1(i, j) = P
′
T,S 1
. Assume the
following Markov chain T (i, j) − S 1(i, j) −W1(i, j), (i, j) ∈ [1, n] × [1,m]. The joint distribution of the triple
(T (i, j), S 1(i, j),W1(i, j)) is given by P′T (i, j),S 1(i, j),W1(i, j) = PS 1 P
′
T |S 1 P
′
W1(i, j)|S 1(i, j) for any (i, j) ∈ [1, n] × [1,m].
Define the random variable W ′1 on the alphabet W1 as follows:
W ′1(i, j) =

W1(i, j), if T (i, j) = 0,
T (i, j), if T (i, j) , 0,
,∀(i, j) ∈ [1, n] × [1,m]. (25)
Note that W ′1 is a function of the pair (W1,T ). Let F denote this function, i.e., W
′
1 = F(W1,T ). In the sequel,
we will define P′T |S 1 such that P
′
S 1(I, j),W′1(I, j)
= PS 1,W1 , where I is uniformly distributed on [1, n] and is chosen
independently of S i,Wi, i ∈ {1, 2}, and for all j ∈ [1,m]. First, note from Definition 10 that we have:
P′S n1,Wn1
(
dnS 1,W1(S
n
1,Qn(S
n
1)) >
λ
2
)
≤ λ (a)⇒ P′S n1,Wn1
(
V
(
Psn1,w
n
1
, PS 1,W1
)
>
λ
2
)
≤ λ
(b)⇒ P′S n1,Wn1
 ∑
a∈S1,b∈W1
|1
n
N(a, b|S n1,Wn1 ) − PS 1,W1(a, b)| > λ
 ≤ λ
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(c)⇒ P′S n1,Wn1
(
1
n
N(a, b|S n1,Wn1 ) > PS 1,W1(a, b) + λ
)
≤ λ,∀a ∈ S1, b ∈ W1,
(26)
where in (a) we have used Definition 9, in (b) we have replaced V(·) with the definition of the variational
distance, and in (c) we have used the fact that if 1n N(a, b|S n1,Wn1 ) > PS 1,W1(a, b) + λ, for any (a, b) ∈ S×W1,
then
∑
a∈S1,b∈W1 | 1n N(a, b|S n1,Wn1 ) − PS 1,W1(a, b)| > λ. Also, note that
E
(
N(a, b|S n1,Wn1 )
)
= E
 n∑
i=1
1(S 1(i) = a,W1(i) = b)
 = n∑
i=1
P′S 1(i),W1(i)(a, b)
= n
n∑
i=1
1
n
P′S 1(i),W1(i) (a, b) = n
n∑
i=1
P′I(i)PS 1,W1 |I(a, b|i)
= nP′S 1(I),W1(I)(a, b). (27)
Define Ea,b, (a, b) ∈ S ×W1 as the event that 1n N(a, b|S n1,Wn1 ) > PS 1,W1(a, b) + λ. Then,
E
(
N(a, b|S n1,Wn1 )
)
= P′S n1,Wn1 (Ea,b)E(N(a, b|S
n
1,W
n
1 )|Ea,b) + P′S n1,Wn1 (E
c
a,b)E(N(a, b|S n1,Wn1 )|Eca,b)
(a)≤ λ · n + n(PS 1,W1(a, b) + λ), (28)
where in (a) we have used Equation (26). Similarly we can show the following:
E(N(a, b|S n1,Wn1 )) ≥ (1 − λ)n(PS 1,W1(a, b) − λ). (29)
From Equations (27),(28), and (29), we have:
(1 − λ)(PS 1,W1(a, b) − λ) ≤ P′S 1(I),W1(I)(a, b) ≤ 2λ + PS 1,W1(a, b)
⇒ ∀(a, b) ∈ S1 ×W1 : ∃γa,b ∈ [−2λ + λ2, 2λ] : P′S 1(I),W1(I)(a, b) = PS 1,W1(a, b) + γa,b. (30)
On the other hand from Equation (25):
PS 1(I),W′1(I)(a, b) =
∑
(c,d):F(c,d)=b
P′S 1(I)(a)P
′
W1(I)|S 1(I)(c|a)P′T (I)|S 1(I)(d|a) (31)
= P′S 1(I),T (I)(a, b) + PS 1(I)(a)P
′
T (I)|S 1(I)(0|a)P′W1(I)|S 1(I)(b|a). (32)
So, in order for P′S (I),W′(I)(a, b) = PS 1,W1(a, b),∀(a, b) ∈ S1 ×W1 to hold, we must have:
PS 1,W1(a, b) = P
′
S 1,T (a, b) + PS 1(a)P
′
T |S 1(0|a)P′W1(I)|S 1(I)(b|a). (33)
From (30) and (33), we have:
PS 1,W1(a, b) = P
′
S 1,T (a, b) + P
′
T |S 1(0|a)(PS 1,W1(a, b) + γa,b).
Define the following:
P′T |S 1(0|a) , minb∈W1
PS 1,W1(a, b)
PS 1,W1(a, b) + γa,b
(34)
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P′S 1,T (a, b) , PS 1,W1(a, b) − (PS 1,W1(a, b) + γa,b)P′T |S 1(0|a),∀a, b ∈ S1 ×W1. (35)
Note that P′S 1,T defined above is a valid probability distribution because of the following arguments. Fix
an arbitrary a ∈ S1. Since γa,b + PS 1,W1(a, b) ≥ 0, for all (a, b) ∈ S1 × W1, we have P′T1 |S 1(0|a) ≥ 0.
Suppose that P′T |S 1(0|a) > 1, then we have PS 1,W1(a, b) > PS 1,W1(a, b) + γa,b for all b ∈ W1. Noting that∑
b γa,b = 0, we see that PS 1(a) > PS 1(a) which is a contradiction. Hence we have 0 ≤ P′T1 |S 1(0|a) ≤ 1.
Since γa,b + PS 1,W1(a, b) ≥ 0 for all b ∈ W1, and from the definition of P′T |S 1(0|a), we have P′S 1,T (a, b) ≥ 0.
Moreover,
∑
b∈W1 P
′
S 1,T
(a, b) = PS 1(a) − PS 1(a)P′T1 |S 1(0|a).
Encoder 1 produces an i.i.d vector of random variables T n,m. At this step, the encoder transmits T n,m loss-
lessly. This can be done with rate r′1 =
1
nm H(T
n,m) = H(T ). So, there exists a sequence of encoding functions
e′1,n,m : T n,m1 → {0, 1}l
′
2,1 , n,m ∈ N, and decoding functions f ′n,m : {0, 1}l
′
2,1 → T with rate l′2,1nm H(T ) + nm, where
nm → 0 as nm → ∞, and P′
(
f ′n,m
(
e′1,n,m(T
n,m)
)
, T n,m
)
→ 0 as nm → ∞. Encoder 1 transmits e′1,n,m(T n,m).
The decoder reconstructs f ′n,m(e′1,n,m(T
n,m)). At the end of this step, the decoder recovers T n,m,W
′n,m
1 ,W
n,m
2
with probability of error vanishing in nm, where W
′n,m
1 is defined in (25). Encoder 1 transmits l
′
2,1 bits.
We have:
P′T |S 1(0|a) = minb∈W1
PS 1,W1(a, b)
PS 1,W1(a, b) + γa,b
≥ mina,b PS 1,W1(a, b)
mina,b PS 1,W1(a, b) + maxa,b γa,b
(a)≥ mina,b PS 1,W1(a, b)
mina,b PS 1,W1(a, b) + 2λ
(b)
=
mina,b PS 1,W1(a, b)
mina,b PS 1,W1(a, b) + 2
1
nβ mina,b PS 1,W1(a, b)
=
nβ
nβ + 2
,
where in (a) we have used Equation (30) and in (b) we have used (24). As a result, P′T (0) ≥
√
n√
n+2 , since β
is an arbitrary number in (0, 12 ). Moreover for n ≥ 4, we have
√
n√
n+2 ≥ 12 . Let F be the event that {T = 0}.
Then, from the grouping axiom of entropy, we have:
H(T ) = hb(P(F )) + H(T |F c)P(F c) ≤ hb
( √
n√
n + 2
)
+
2√
n + 2
log |W1|.
So, l′2,1 ≤ n
(
hb(
√
n√
n+2 ) +
2√
n+2 log |W1|
)
. Define the following single-letter distribution:
P′X1,X2,W′1,W2 =
1
n
∑
i∈[1,n]
P′W1(i),S 1(i)P
′
X1(i),X2(i),W2(i)|W1(i),S 1(i). (36)
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Our objective is to construct i.i.d. sequences at the distributed transmitter and receiver terminals which follow
this single-letter distribution. This is done in the next step.
Step 3: Define the following:
W˜ ′1([1, n], i) = pii(W
′
1([1, n], i)), W˜2([1, n], i) = pii(W2([1, n], i)), (37)
X˜ j([1, n], i) = pii(X j([1, n], i)), i ∈ [1,m], j ∈ {1, 2}. (38)
Claim 1. The m-length vector of random tuples (X˜1( j, [1,m]), X˜2( j, [1,m]), W˜ ′1( j, [1,m]), W˜2( j, [1,m])) is a
vector of i.i.d random variables for any fixed j ∈ [1, n]. Furthermore, the probability distribution does not
depend on j.
Proof. First, we argue that for any i ∈ [1,m], the tuple (X˜1( j, i), X˜2( j, i), W˜ ′1( j, i), W˜2( j, i)) is a function of
(X1([1, n], i), X2([1, n], i),T ([1, n], i)). This is true since W˜ ′1([1, n], i) = pii(W
′
1([1, n], i) which from (25) is a
function of T ([1, n], i) and Q(X1([1, n], i)), similarly, W˜2([1, n], i) = pii(W2([1, n], i) is a function of W2([1, n], i) =
Q(X2([1, n], i)). Define Ai = (X1([1, n], i), X2([1, n], i),T ([1, n], i)). Am is a vector of independent random tuples
since (Xn,m1 , X
n,m
2 ,T
n,m) is a vector of i.i.d triples. So, (X˜1( j, [1,m]), X˜2( j, [1,m]), W˜ ′1( j, [1,m]), W˜2( j, [1,m])) is a
vector of independent random variables. Next, we show that these random variables are identically distributed.
For arbitrary i, l ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [1, n], and a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ X1 × X2 ×W1 ×W2, we have:
P′X˜1( j,i),X˜2( j,i),W˜′1( j,i),W˜2( j,i)(a1, a2, b1, b2) =
n∑
k=1
P(pi−1j (i) = k)P
′
X1(k,i),X2(k,i),W′1(k,i),W2(k,i)
(a1, a2, b1, b2)
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
PX1(k,i),X2(k,i)(a1, a2)P
′
W′1(k,i)|X1(k,i)(b1|a1)P
′
W2(k,i)|X2(k,i)(b2|a2)
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
∑
xn1,x
n
2:xi(k)=ai
PX1([1,n],i),X2([1,n],i)(x
n
1, x
n
2)P
′
W′1(k,i)|X1([1,n],i)(b1|x
n
1)P
′
W2(k,i)|X2([1,n],i)(b2|xn2)
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
∑
xn1,x
n
2:xi(k)=ai
PXn1 ,Xn2 (x
n
1, x
n
2)1(W
′
1(k, i) = b1,W2(k, i) = b2|X1([1, n], i) = xn1, X2([1, n], i) = xn2)
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
∑
xn1,x
n
2:xi(k)=ai
P′Xn1 ,Xn2 (x
n
1, x
n
2)1(W
′
1(k, l) = b1,W2(k, l) = b2|X1([1, n], l) = xn1, X2([1, n], l) = xn2)
= P′
X˜1( j,l),X˜2( j,l),W˜′1( j,l),W˜2( j,l)
(a1, a2, b1, b2).
Also, for any j, l ∈ [1, n], i ∈ [1,m], and a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ X1 × X2 ×W1 ×W2 we have:
P′
X˜1( j,i),X˜2( j,i),W˜′1( j,i),W˜2( j,i)
(a1, a2, b1, b2) =
n∑
k=1
P(pi−1j (i) = k)P
′
X1(k,i),X2(k,i),W′1(k,i),W2(k,i)
(a1, a2, b1, b2)
=
n∑
k=1
P(pi−1l (i) = k)P
′
X1(k,i),X2(k,i),W′1(k,i),W2(k,i)
(a1, a2, b1, b2)
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= P′
X˜1(l,i),X˜2(l,i),W˜′1(l,i),W˜2(l,i)
(a1, a2, b1, b2).
Note that P′
X˜1( j,l),X˜2( j,l),W˜′1( j,l),W˜2( j,l)
is equal to P′X1,X2,W′1,W2 as defined in Equation (36). For additional emphasis
we sometimes denote P′
X˜1( j,l),X˜2( j,l),W˜′1( j,l),W˜2( j,l)
by P′
X˜1,X˜2,W˜′1,W˜2
. 
Step 4: Transmitting the distributed source with side-information (X1,X2,W′1,W2, P′X˜1,X˜2,W˜′1,W˜2 , d1, d2):
Define
P′X1,X2,W1,W2,U1,U2(x1, x2,w1,w2, u1, u2) = P
′
X˜1,X˜2,W˜′1,W˜2
(x1, x2,w1,w2)PU1 |X1,W1(u1|x1,w1)PU2 |X2,W2(u2|x2,w2).
(39)
Fixing the distributions PU1 |X1,W1 , PU2 |X2,W2 along with Q∗n,τ,δ completely determines the induced joint prob-
ability distribution P′X1,X2,W1,W2,U1,U2 . The reason is that the choice of Q
∗
n,τ,δ determines P
′
X1,X2,W1,W2
and from the
Markov chain (19), fixing the distributions PU1 |X1,W1 , PU2 |X2,W2 along with Q∗n,τ,δ determines P
′
X1,X2,W1,W2,U1,U2
.
Hence, determining the RD region given in Theorem 6 involves taking the union of RD vectors satisfying
(20) to (23) over all fi, hi, Q∗n,τ,δ, PU1 |X1,W1 and PU2 |X2,W2 , where hi, i ∈ {1, 2} are the reconstruction functions
used at the decoder.
Optimizing the RD region described in Theorem 6 over all fi, hi, Q∗n,τ,δ, PU1 |X1,W1 and PU2 |X2,W2 , involves
an optimization over multi-letter functions whose input alphabets are not bounded. Consequently, this region
is not computable. For this reason we provide a calculable, single-letter inner bound to this region which is
given in Theorem 5.
Claim 2. P′X1,X2,W1,W2,U1,U2 satisfies the following conditions:
1) P′X1,X2,W1,U1 = PX1,X2,W1,U1 ,
2) P′U2 |X2,W2 = PU2 |X2,W2 ,
3) P′(W1 = W2, S 1 = S 2) >
√
n√
n+2 (1 − δn),
4) U1 ↔ (X1,W1)↔ (X2,W2)↔ U2,
Proof. 1) Note that from (39), we have P′X1,X2,W1,U1 = P
′
X˜1,X˜2,W˜′1
PU1 |X1,W1 . So, it suffices to show that P′X˜1,X˜2,W˜′1
=
PX1,X2,W1 . This is true since
P′
X˜1,X˜2,W˜′1
(a)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
P′X1(i),X2(i),W′1(i) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
P′X2(i)|X1(i)P
′
X1(i)W′1(i)
(b)
= PX2 |X1
1
n
n∑
i=1
P′X1(i)W′1(i)
(c)
= PX2 |X1 PX1,W1 = PX1,X2,W1 ,
where in (a) we have conditioned on the permutation pi, in (b) we have used the fact that (X1, X2) is a discrete
memoryless pair of random variables, and in (c) follows from our choice of P′T |S 1 in Step 2. Condition 2) is
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true by construction of P′ as given in (39).
3) We have:
P′(W1 = W2, S 1 = S 2) = P′(W˜ ′1 = W˜2, S 1 = S 2) ≥
1
n
n∑
i=1
∑
sn∈Sn
P(S n1 = S
n
2 = s
n)P′(W ′1(i) = W2(i)|S n1 = S n2 = sn)
(a)≥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
∑
sn∈Sn
P(S n1 = S
n
2 = s
n)P′(T (i) = 0|S 1(i) = s)P′(W1(i) = W2(i)|S n1 = S n2 = sn)
≥
∑
s∈Sn
P(S n1 = S
n
2 = s
n)P′(T = 0|S 1 = s) · P′(Wn1 = Wn2 |S n1 = S n2 = sn)
≥
√
n√
n + 2
P(Xn1 = X
n
2) =
√
n√
n + 2
(1 − δn),
where in (a) we have used the Markov chain T (i)↔ S 1(i)↔ Xn1 , Xn2 . Condition 4) is true by construction of
P′ as given in (39). 
Consider the distributed source with side-information (X˜1, X˜2,W˜′1,W˜2, P′X˜1,X˜2,W˜′1,W˜2 , d1, d2). From Theorem
3, since P′U1,U2 |X1,X2,W1,W2 PX̂1,X̂2 |W1,W2,U1,U2 ∈ PBTS I , for any pair of reconstruction functions X̂1 = h1(U1,U2, W˜ ′1, W˜2),
and X̂2 = h2(U1,U2, W˜ ′1, W˜2), the set of rate-distortion tuples (r
′′
1 , r
′′
2 ,D1,D2) ∈ [0,∞)4 that satisfy the
following bounds are achievable:
r′′1 ≥ I(X1; U1|W1,W2,U2), r′′2 ≥ I(X2; U2|W1,W2,U1), (40)
r′′1 + r
′′
2 ≥ I(X1, X2; U1,U2|W1,W2), (41)
Di ≥ E(di(Xi, X̂i)), i ∈ {1, 2}. (42)
So, there exists a sequence of encoding functions e′′1,m : X˜m1 × W˜′m1 → {0, 1}l
′′
1,i , and e′′2,m : X˜m2 × W˜m2 →
{0, 1}l′′2,i ,m ∈ N, and reconstruction functions f ′′i,m : {0, 1}l
′′
1,i×{0, 1}l′′2,i×W˜′m1 ×W˜m2 → X˜mi , i ∈ {1, 2} such that
l′′1,i
m ≤
r′′i + m, i ∈ {1, 2}, where m → 0 as m → ∞, and E
(
di
(
f ′′i,m
(
e′′1,m(X˜
m
1 , W˜
′m
1 ), e
′′
2,m(X˜
m
2 , W˜
m
2 ), W˜
′m
1 , W˜
m
2
)
, X˜mi
))
≤
Di + m as m→ ∞ for any pair (r′′1 , r′′2 ) satisfying (40), (41), and (42).
In this step, Encoder 1 transmits e′′1,m(X˜1(k, [1,m]), W˜
′
1(k, [1,m]), k ∈ [1, n] in n blocks. Similarly, encoder 2
transmits e′′2,m(X˜2(k, [1,m]), W˜2(k, [1,m]), k ∈ [1, n]. The decoder reconstructs the sources using the appropriate
reconstruction functions. At the end of this step, the decoder recovers ̂˜Xn,mi , i ∈ 1, 2. Encoder i transmits l′′1,i
bits, where i ∈ {1, 2}.
Step 5. Reconstructing the source at the decoder:
The decoder reverses the permutation to recover the reconstruction of the source. Define X̂i([1, n], j) =
pi−1j (
̂˜Xi([1, n], j)). Then from the previous steps, we conclude that E(di(Xn,mi , X̂n,mi )) ≤ Di + m. Also, we have
R1 = r1 + r′1 + r
′′
1 , and R2 = r2 + r
′′
2 . This gives the bounds in Theorem 6.

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VI. Proof of Theorem 5: Achievability of the FLMC Region
In this section, we prove that the RDFLMC region in Theorem 5 is achievable. The proof uses the following
lemmas.
Lemma 2 ([25]). Let P and Q be probability measures defined on a common finite set A, such that V(P,Q) ≤
v, then: ∣∣∣H(Q) − H(P)∣∣∣ ≤ hb(v) + v log (|A| − 1).
Lemma 3. Let PXYZ and QXYZ be two probability measures defined on the finite alphabet A×A×A, such
that V(PX,Y,Z ,QX,Y,Z) ≤ v, then:
1) V(PX,Y ,QX,Y) ≤ v,
2)
∣∣∣IP(X; Y) − IQ(X; Y)∣∣∣ ≤ 4 (hb(v) + v log (|A| − 1)),
3)
∣∣∣IP(X; Y |Z) − IQ(X; Y |Z)∣∣∣ ≤ 8 (hb(v) + v log (|A| − 1)).
Proof.
1)
v ≥ V(PX,Y,Z ,QX,Y,Z) = 12
∑
x,y,z
∣∣∣PX,Y,Z(x, y, z) − QX,Y,Z(x, y, z)∣∣∣
≥ 1
2
∑
x,y
∣∣∣∑
z
(PX,Y,Z(x, y, z) − QX,Y,Z(x, y, z))
∣∣∣ = V(PX,Y ,QX,Y).
2) Note that IP(X; Y) ≤ HP(X) + HP(Y) − HP(X,Y). So:
|IP(X; Y) − IQ(X; Y)
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣HP(X) + HP(Y) − HP(X,Y) − HQ(X) − HQ(Y) + HP(X,Y)∣∣∣
≤ ∣∣∣HP(X) − HQ(X)∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣HP(Y) − HQ(Y)∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣HP(X,Y) − HQ(X,Y)∣∣∣
≤ 4 (hb(v) + v log (|A| − 1)) ,
where the last step uses Proposition 2 and the fact that v ≥ V(PX ,QX) and v ≥ V(PY ,QY) from 1).
3) Follows from 1) and 2) and the fact that I(X; Y |Z) ≤ I(X,Z; Y) − I(Z; Y).

The main idea in this proof is as follows. For every distribution Q ∈ PFLMC , we will trivially identify a
distribution (with a slight abuse of notation) Q in PMCML. There exists a distribution P′ corresponding to Q
as described in Theorem 6. In the following, we will show that V(P′,Q) goes to 0 as  → 0. Then, using
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the continuity of mutual information on finite alphabets shown in Lemma 3, Theorem 5 will follow from
Theorem 6.
Consider an arbitrary distribution QW,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 ∈ PFLMC , where Xˆi = hQ,i(W,U1,U2), i ∈ {1, 2}. We
claim that αFLMC(Q) ⊂ αMCML(Q). This along with Theorem 6 proves Theorem 5. To show this, we construct a
distribution P′
W1,W2,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2
corresponding to Q as follows. DefineW1 =W2 =W. Let PW1,X1 = QW,X1 .
Also, define P′W1,W2,X1,X2 as in Equation (39). Let P
′
Ui |Wi,Xi = QUi |W,Xi and P
′
Xˆi |W1,W2,U1,U2(xˆi|w1,w2, u1, u2) =
QXˆi |W,U1,U2(xˆi|w1, u1, u2), for all (xˆi,w1,w2, u1, u2) ∈ Xi ×W1 ×W2 ×U1 ×U2 for i ∈ {1, 2}. In other words,
define the reconstruction function hi,P(W1,W2,U1,U2) = hi,Q(W1,U1,U2), i ∈ {1, 2}. Define
P′
W1,W2,U1,U2,X̂1,X̂2 |X1,X2 = P
′
W1,W2,X1,X2 PU1 |W1,X1 PU2 |W2,X2 P
′
Xˆ1 |W1,W2,U1,U2 P
′
Xˆ2 |W1,W2,U1,U2 .
Define QW,W,X1,X2,U1,U2(w1,w2, x1, x2, u1, u2) = 1(w1 = w2)QW,X1,X2,U1,U2(w1, x1, x2, u1, u2).
Claim 3. The variational distance between P′ and Q is bounded as follows:
V(P′W1,W2,X1,X2,U1,U2 ,QW,W,X1,X2,U1,U2) ≤ 2(
1√
n + 2
+ δn),
where δn = 1 − (1 − )n.
Proof. We have:
2V(P′,Q) =
∑
w1,w2,x1,x2,u1,u2
∣∣∣P′W1,W2,X1,X2,U1,U2(w1,w2, x1, x2, u1, u2) − QW,W,X1,X2,U1,U2(w1,w2, x1, x2, u1, u2)∣∣∣
=
∑
w1,w2,x1,x2,u1,u2
QU1 |W1,X1(u1|w1, x1)QU2 |W2,X2(u2|w2, x2)×
∣∣∣P′W1,W2,X1,X2(w1,w2, x1, x2) − QW,W,X1,X2(w1,w2, x1, x2)∣∣∣
Also: ∣∣∣P′W1,W2,X1,X2(w1,w2, x1, x2) − QW,W,X1,X2(w1,w2, x1, x2)∣∣∣
= P′X1,X2 |S 1,S 2(x1, x2|s1, s2)
∣∣∣P′W1,W2,S 1,S 2(w1,w2, s1, s2) − QW,W,S 1,S 2(w1,w2, s1, s2)∣∣∣.
Furthermore,∣∣∣P′W1,W2,S 1,S 2(w1,w2, s1, s2) − QW,W,S 1,S 2(w1,w2, s1, s2)∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣P′W1,S 1(w1, s1)P′W2,S 2 |W1,S 1(w2, s2|w1, s1) − 1(w1 = w2)QW,S 1(w1, s1)QS 2 |W,S 1(s2|w1, s1)∣∣∣
= QW1,S 1(w1, s1)
∣∣∣P′W2,S 2 |W1,S 1(w2, s2|w1, s1) − 1(w1 = w2)QS 2 |W,S 1(s2|w1, s1)∣∣∣,
and,∣∣∣P′W2,S 2 |W1,S 1(w2, s2|w1, s1) − 1(w1 = w2)QS 2 |W,S 1(s2|w1, s1)∣∣∣
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≤ ∣∣∣P′W2,S 2 |W1,S 1(w2, s2|w1, s1) − 1(w1 = w2, s1 = s2)∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣1(w1 = w2, s1 = s2) − 1(w1 = w2)QS 2 |W,S 1(s2|w1, s1)∣∣∣
So:
2V(P′W1,W2,X1,X2,U1,U2 ,QW,W,X1,X2,U1,U2) ≤∑
w1,w2,x1,x2,u1,u2
QU1 |W1,X1(u1|w1, x1)QU2 |W2,X2(u2|w2, x2)P′X1,X2 |S 1,S 2(x1, x2|s1, s2)QW,S 1(w1, s1)×(∣∣∣P′W2,S 2 |W1,S 1(w2, s2|w1, s1) − 1(w1 = w2, s1 = s2)∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣1(w1 = w2, s1 = s2) − 1(w1 = w2)QS 2 |W,S 1(s2|w1, s1)∣∣∣)
=
∑
w1,w2,x1,x2
P′X1,X2 |S 1,S 2(x1, x2|s1, s2)QW,S 1(w1, s1) ·
∣∣∣P′W2,S 2 |W1,S 1(w2, s2|w1, s1) − 1(w1 = w2, s1 = s2)∣∣∣
+
∑
w,x1,x2
P′X1,X2 |S 1,S 2(x1, x2|s1, s2)QW,S 1(w, s1) ·
∣∣∣1(s1 = s2) − QS 2 |W,S 1(s2|w, s1)∣∣∣
=
∑
w1,w2,s1,s2
QW,S 1(w1, s1)
∣∣∣P′W2,S 2 |W1,S 1(w2, s2|w1, s1) − 1(w1 = w2, s1 = s2)∣∣∣
+
∑
w,s1,s2
QW,S 1(w, s1)
∣∣∣1(s1 = s2) − QS 2 |W,S 1(s2|w, s1)∣∣∣
Consider the first term:∑
w1,w2,s1,s2
QW,S 1(w1, s1)
∣∣∣P′W2,S 2 |W1,S 1(w2, s2|w1, s1) − 1(w1 = w2, s1 = s2)∣∣∣
=
∑
w1,w2,s1,s2
(w1,s1)=(w2,s2)
QW,S 1(w1, s1)
∣∣∣P′W2,S 2 |W1,S 1(w1, s1|w1, s1) − 1∣∣∣ + ∑
w1,w2,s1,s2
(w1,s1),(w2,s2)
QW,S 1(w1, s1)
∣∣∣P′W2,S 2 |W1,S 1(w2, s2|w1, s1)∣∣∣
=
∑
w1,s1
QW,S 1(w1, s1)(1 − P′W2,S 2 |W1,S 1(w1, s1|w1, s1)) +
∑
w1,w2,s1,s2
(w1,s1),(w2,s2)
P′W1,W2,S 1,S 2(w1,w2, s1, s2)
= 1 − P′(W1 = W2, S 1 = S 2) + P′((W1, S 1) , (W2, S 2))
= 2(1 − P′(W1 = W2, S 1 = S 2)) ≤ 2( 1√
n + 2
+ δn), (43)
The second term can be bounded from above similarly:∑
w,s1,s2
QW,S 1(w, s1)
∣∣∣1(s1 = s2) − QS 2 |W,S 1(s2|w, s1)∣∣∣ ≤ 2( 1√n + 2 + δn) (44)
Combining (43) and (44), we get V(P,Q) ≤ 2( 1√n+2 + δn).

Assume that (R1,R2,D1,D2) ∈ αFLMC(Q). Then,
R1 ≥ IQ(X1; U1|U2W) + En,δn + Γ(
1√
n + 2
+ δn) + hb
( √
n√
n + 2
)
+
2√
n + 2
log |W1|,
R2 ≥ IQ(X2; U2|U1W) + En,δn + Γ(
1√
n + 2
+ δn),
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R1 + R2 ≥ IQ(X1, X2; U1U2W) + En,δn + Γ(
1√
n + 2
+ δn) + θn,
As a result, from Lemma 3,
R1 ≥ IP′(X1; U1|U2,W1,W2) + En, + hb
( √
n√
n + 2
)
+
2√
n + 2
log |W1|,
R2 ≥ IP′(X2; U2|U1,W1,W2) + En, ,
R1 + R2 ≥ IP′(W1; S 1) + IP′(X1; U1|W1,W2) + IP′(X2; U2|W1,W2) − IP′(U1; U2|W1,W2) + θn + En, ,
where the last inequality follows from IP′(X1, X2; U1,U2,W) = IP′(W; S 1) + IP′(X1; U1|W) + IP′(Y2; U2|W) −
IP′(U1; U2|W). For the distortion vector, we have:
Di ≥ EQ{di(hi(U1,U2,W), Xi)} + 4δndi,max ⇒ Di ≥ EP′{di(hi(U1,U2,W1,W2), Xi)},
since we have:
EQ{di(hi(U1,U2,W), Xi)} = ∑
u1,u2,w,xi
QW,Xi,U1,U2(w, xi, u1, u2)di
(
hi(u1, u2,w), xi
)
≥
∑
u1,u2,w1,w2,xi
P′W1,W2,Xi,U1,U2(w1,w2, xi, u1, u2)di
(
hi(u1, u2,w1,w2), xi
)
− di,max
∑
u1,u2,w1,w2,xi
|P′W,Xi,U1,U2(w, xi, u1, u2) − P′W1,W2,Xi,U1,U2(w1,w2, xi, u1, u2)
= EP′{di(hi(U1,U2,W1,W2), Xi)} − 4δndi,max.
So, (R1,R2,D1,D2) ∈ αMCML(Q). This completes the proof.
VII. Binary One Help One Example
In this section, we investigate an example where the FLMC region is strictly larger than the CC region.
Example 1. Consider the compression of the distributed source depicted in Figure 3. Let p,  ∈ (0, 0.5). X,
Z and E are independent Bernoulli random variables with P(X = 1) = 0.5, P(Z = 1) = p, P(E = 1) = . The
distributed source consists of two source variables X1 = X + E and X2 = (X,Z), and distortion criteria are
given by d1(x1, x̂1) = 0, for alll x1, x̂1 ∈ {0, 1}, and d2(x2, x̂2) = dH(x̂ + ẑ, x + z) where x̂2 = (x̂, ẑ), x2 = (x, z),
and dH is the binary Hamming distortion. This setup is called the binary-one-help-one (BOHO) setup.
The setup was investigated in [9] when the two encoders have access to non-trivial common components
(i.e. E = 0). The first encoder is called the helper. The reason is that the distortion constraint is only a
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Fig. 3: The binary one help one example
function of the second encoder’s source and its reconstruction. Hence encoder one is ‘helping’ the second
encoder in transmitting a lossy compression of its source.
The following gives a characterization of the achievable RD region for this problem.
Lemma 4 ([9]). For  = 0, the following RD quadruples are achievable using the CC scheme.
(r1, r2, d1, d2) = (1 − hb(δ), hb(p ∗ δ) − hb(δ1), 0, δ1), 0 ≤ δ1 ≤ δ ≤ 1. (45)
When  , 0, it was shown that (45) is not achievable, i.e. (r1, r2, d1, d2) < RD∗(PX1,X2 , d1, d2).
A. Finite Length Quantizer Scheme
In the previous sections, we introduced the FLMC coding scheme and proved an inner bound to the
achievable region for this scheme. In this section, we investigate the FLMC scheme for the BOHO example
and show that the scheme achieves RD vectors outside of the RDCC and RDBT regions.
Theorem 7. The following rate-distortion region is achievable for any positive integer n.
R1 ≥ 1 − hb(δ) + θn (46)
R2 ≥ hb(p ∗ δ) − hb(δ1) (47)
D2 ≤ δ1 + δn
(
δ +

δn
∗ δ
)
(48)
where p ∗ δ ≥ δ1, a ∗ b = a(b − 1) + b(a − 1), δn = (1 − (1 − )n) and θn = 12 log nn + O( 1n ).
Proof. The proof follows steps which are similar to the proof of Theorem 5. However, it is useful to investigate
the details of these steps for this particular example to clarify the scheme. Fix n,m ∈ N. The proof uses the
following lemma.
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Fig. 4: A block-diagram of the scheme
Lemma 5 ([24]). Consider the point-to-point source coding problem of quantizing a binary symmetric source
to Hamming distortion δ using an n-length quantizer. The following rate is achievable:
R(n, δ) = R(δ) +
1
2
log n
n
+ O(
1
n
)
where R(δ) = 1 − hb(δ) is the binary rate-distortion function.
Codebook Generation: The coding scheme uses two codebooks Cnf and Cmr . The first codebook Cnf is the
codebook corresponding to the quantizer Q∗n,0,0. Note that this is slightly different from the quantizer used
in the proof of Theorem 6; the choice of Q∗n,0,0 as the quantizer in the first layer simplifies the analysis in
this example. From Definition 11, Q∗n,0,0 is an n-length quantizer which quantizes a binary symmetric source
(BSS) with average Hamming distortion δ and rate R(n)f = 1 − hb(δ) + θn, where θn = 12 log nn + O( 1n ). Note that
θn is a sequence of positive numbers converging to 0. The second codebook C(m)r , is a standard randomly
generated unstructured m-length code which is generated based on the binary symmetric distribution and m
is taken to be asymptotically large. The rate of the codebook is chosen to be hb(p ∗ δ) − hb(δ1) + λm, where
λm → 0 as m → ∞. Let Sn be the set of permutations on the set [1, n]. The permutations pii, i ∈ [1,m] are
chosen randomly, independently and uniformly from Sn.
First, we provide an outline of the encoding and decoding steps. Figure 4 provides a block diagram of the
coding strategy. Assume that the encoders receive an n×m block of the source vectors Xi([1, n], [1,m]), i ∈ 1, 2.
The first encoder uses C(n)f to quantize m blocks of length n of its source sequence (X + E)([1, n], j), j ∈ [1,m]
into the quantized vectors V([1, n], i). It transmits the vectors V([1, n], j)) to the decoder. The second encoder
‘guesses’ the quantization sent by the first encoder. More precisely, it uses Cnf to quantize the blocks of n-
length vectors of the source X([1, n], j), j ∈ [1,m] into V̂([1, n], j). The two vectors V([1, n], j) and V̂([1, n], j)
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are equal with high probability if   1n . The reason is that P(V([1, n], j) , V̂([1, n], j) = (1 − (1 − )n) ≈ n,
where we have used the first order Taylor series expansion of (1 − a)n. Next, the second encoder finds
the quantization noise by calculating the binary addition of X([1, n], j) and V̂([1, n], j) for j ∈ [1,m]. This
represents the second encoder’s estimate of the quantization noise in the first encoder. In the next step, the
second encoder calculates the binary addition S ([1, n], [1,m]) = (X + V̂ + Z)([1, n], [1,m]). Then, the encoder
permutes the result to get S˜ ([1, n], j) = pi j(S ([1, n], j), j ∈ [1,m]. The vector S˜ (i, [1,m]), i ∈ [1,m] is an i.i.d
vector of Bernoulli variables with parameter p ∗ δ. This i.i.d source is quantized using Cmr and sent to the
decoder. Let the quantized version of S˜ be denoted by Q˜. The decoder applies the inverse of the permutations
to get Q which is a lossy compression of X + E + Z. The decoder declares Q + V as the lossy reconstruction
of X + Z.
We proceed to formally present the scheme. The first encoder receives a string of n×m bits X1([1, n], [1,m]) =
(X + E)([1, n], [1,m]). The encoder breaks this vector into m blocks of length n. We denote each bit in this
string by X(i, j) + E(i, j), i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1,m] where j indicates the block containing the bit and i indicates
the index of the bit in the block. The encoder uses C(n)f to quantize each of these blocks. More precisely, it
finds V([1, n], j) such that:
V([1, n], j) = argminvn∈C(n)f {dH(X1([1, n], j), v([1, n]))},
for each i ∈ [1,m]. The index of V([1, n], j) is transmitted to the decoder. The rate of transmission for this
encoder is R1 = R
(n)
f = 1 − hb(δ) + θn.
The second encoder receives n×m of pairs of bits (X,Z)([1, n], [1,m]). It divides each string into m blocks
of length n. It quantizes each block of X([1, n], j) using Cnf similar to the first encoder. Let V̂([1, n], j) be the
quantized codeword corresponding to X([1, n], j). The encoder computes S ([1, n], [1,m]) = X([1, n], [1,m]) +
V̂([1, n], [1,m]) + Z([1, n], [1,m]). Let S˜ (i, j) = S (pi j(i), j), i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1,m]. The next lemma proves that
S˜ (i, [1,m]) is an i.i.d vector of random variables for any i ∈ [1, n].
Lemma 6. S˜ (1 :m, j) is a string of i.i.d Bernoulli random variables with parameter p ∗ δ.
Proof. First note that S˜ ([1, n], j) is a function of (X([1, n], j),Z([1, n], j)) for any j ∈ [1,m]. Since the sources
are discrete memoryless, S˜ ([1, n], j) and S˜ ([1, n], j′) are independent of each other for any j, j′ ∈ [1,m] where
j , j′. It remains to show that S (i, j) are identically distributed for all i, j. We have:
P(S˜ (i, j) = 1) = P(X(pi j(i), j) + Vˆ(pi j(i), j)) + Z(pi j(i), j) = 1)
(a)
= p ∗ P(X(pi j(i), j) + Vˆ(pi j(i), j) = 1)
(b)
= p ∗ 1
n
n∑
i′=1
E(wH(X(i′, j) + Vˆ(i′, j)))
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(c)
= p ∗ δ
(a) holds since Z is independent of X and X(pi j(i), j) + Vˆ(pi j(i), j) is a function of X([1, n], [1,m]), (b) holds
since the choice of pii is independent of the source sequences, and (c) is true since C
(n)
f is a Q
∗
n,0,0 with
distortion δ. 
The encoder quantizes each S˜ ( j, [1,m]) using the code C(m)r . Let Q˜( j, [1,m]), be the quantization of
S˜ ( j, [1,m]). The encoder transmits the index of Q˜( j, [1,m]) in C(m)r to the decoder. Define T˜ ([1, n], [1,m]) =
Q˜([1, n], [1,m])+S˜ ([1, n], [1,m]) as the quantization noise resulting from quantizing S˜ ([1, n], [1,m]) to Q˜([1, n], [1,m]).
The decoder computes Q(i, j) = Q˜(pi−1j (i), j), i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1,m]. That is, the decoder undoes the
permutation. Note that E(dH(Q(i, j), S (i, j))) = E(dH(Q˜(i, j), S˜ (i, j))) = E(wH(T (i, j))) = δ1, by construction
of Cmr . The decoder declares Q([1, n], [1,m]) + V([1, n], [1,m]) as the reconstruction of the source sequence
(X + Z)([1, n], [1,m]). The resulting average distortion is:
D =
1
mn
E
{
dH ((X + Z) ([1, n], [1,m]) , (Q + V) ([1, n], [1,m]))
}
.
This can be computed as follows:
E{dH((X + Z)([1, n], [1,m]), (Q + V)([1, n], [1,m]))} = E{wH((X + Z + S + T + V)([1, n], [1,m]))}
= E{wH((V̂ + V + T )([1, n], [1,m]))}
(a)≤ mn
(
δ1 +
1
mn
E{wH((V̂ + V)([1, n], [1,m]))}
)
,
where (a) holds since for binary variables A and B, we have wH(A + B) ≤ wH(A) + wH(B). We have:
m∑
i=1
E{wH((V̂ + V)([1, n], i))} (b)= m(E{wH((V̂ +V)([1, n])|E([1, n])=0)P(E([1, n])=0)}
+ E{wH((V̂ +V)([1, n])|E([1, n]) , 0)P(E([1, n]),0))})
(c)
= m(E{wH((V̂ +V)([1, n])|E([1, n]),0)P(E([1, n]) , 0))
= m(1−(1−)n)E{wH((V̂ +V)([1, n]))|E([1, n]) , 0}
= m(1−(1−)n)E{wH((X+V̂ +X+V)([1, n]))|E([1, n]),0}
≤ m(1 − (1 − )n)
(
E{wH((X + V̂)n
)
|E([1, n]) , 0}
+ E{wH ((X + E + V + E)([1, n]))|E([1, n]) , 0})
(d)
= m(1 − (1 − )n)
(
E{wH((X + V̂)n}
)
+

(1 − (1 − )n) ∗ E{wH((X + E + V)([1, n]))})
(e)
= mnδn(δ +

δn
∗ δ)
⇒ D ≤ δ1 + δn(δ + 
δn
∗ δ)).
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(b) holds since each block is quantized identically and hence the expected value is equal for all blocks; (c)
is correct since if En = 0 then Vn = V̂n; (d) holds since (X + E + V)n is a function of (X + E)n which is
independent of En since Xn is Bernoulli with parameter 0.5 and X and E are independent, and finally (e)
holds since Cnf corresponds to a Q
∗
n,0,0 quantizer with distortion δ. This completes the proof of theorem 7. 
The next proposition shows that the FLMC region strictly subsumes the CC region.
Proposition 2. There are RD vectors in the region presented in Theorem 7 which are not in RDCC .
Proof. We show the existence of p and  such that the rate-distortion region in Theorem 7 strictly contains
the CC region. This follows from the arguments in [9]. It was shown in [9] that when  = 0 the BT region
does not include the set of quadruples (r1, r2, d1, d2) = (1 − hb(δ), hb(p ∗ δ) − hb(δ1), 0, δ1) for δ ∈ (0, 0.5) and
δ1 < p ∗ δ. Also, the CC region reduces to the BT region when  , 0 since there is no common component
between X1 and X2 Since the BT region can only be smaller when  , 0 compared to when  = 0, we conclude
that it does not include (1−hb(δ), hb(p∗δ)−hb(δ1), 0, δ1) for  , 0. So, for a given δ and δ1 there exists a radius
γ > 0 for which no quadruple in the set B((r1, r2, d1, d2), γ) = {(R1,R2, 0,D2) :dE((R1,R2,D2), (r1, r2, d2)) ≤ γ}
is in RDCC , where dE is the Euclidean distance in the three dimensional space. However, from Theorem 7,
(r′1, r′2, 0, d′2) = (1 − hb(δ) + θn, hb(p ∗ δ) − hb(δ1), 0, δ1 + δn(δ + δn ∗ δ)) is achievable. We have:
dE((r′1, r′2, d′2), (r1, r2, d2)) =
√
θ2n + (δ1 + δn(δ +

δn
∗ δ) − δ1)2 (49)
Since θn → 0 as n→ ∞, there exists n be large enough so that θn is less than γ2 . Since (49) is a continuous
function of , there exists  > 0 for which (r′1, r′2, 0, d′2) ∈ B((r1, r2, 0, d2), ). This completes the proof. 
VIII. Conlusion
We have considered the problem of lossy distributed data compression. We have proposed a new coding
scheme which uses a two layered coding approach. The first coding layer consists of randomly generated
codebooks with constant finite blocklengths. The second coding layer consists of random unstructured
codes with asymptotically large blocklengths. A computable expression for the achievable RD region is
derived which is expressed in terms of information measures which are functions of single-letter probability
distributions. We have shown that the resulting RD region strictly contains the best-known achievable regions
in the literature.
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